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OBC NEWSLETTER
The Presidential Pint
By Lee Hedgmon
As I’m sitting a the corner table in Bailey’s
Taproom sipping a small cider and enjoying
a brief and welcome break in my usual
hurried life, I’m stumped as to what to write
about in this first of many articles for the
OBC newsletter. I would like to take this
opportunity to look back over the past year
and reflect on the generosity of our
volunteers with their time, the
accomplishments of our membership and
renewed vigor and enthusiasm around
competitions As I sit here I am also very much aware that we
have been hit with losses and stumbling blocks and yet the club
has weathered and thrived. This is a testament to the active
previous boards over the years and the strength and growing
diversity of the membership.
As many of you know we lost a long time member and
homebrewer, Paul Johnson. I did not know PJ well but my
interactions with him always left me feeling more confident
about my beer and judging knowledge than I did before. He
took the time to taste a beer and give both positive and critical
feedback. He made judging in competitions less intimidating
and scary and appreciated and worked with homebrewers and
folks interested in judging where they were in their brewing/
judging experience. An important lesson I will strive to share this
year as President.
Last year saw an increase in volunteer opportunities with the
addition of the Organic Beer Festival and the brewing
demonstrations. Members stepped up and gave the gift of their
knowledge and time and chatted with interested strangers over
the course of four days. Last year we partnered with Multnomah
County Library and put together two brewing informational and
how-to-brew sessions, spearheaded by Brian Haslip. If you get
the chance, ask him about his experience and how you could
help this year. I’m sure there will be many more chances to teach
the masses!
The cross-country friendly rivalry fostered with Tampa Bay Beers
was a prod for the competitor in me and had me seriously back
in the competition game, as I’m sure it did for many others. I
have found that I’m not as competitive in other aspects of my
life but I’m a highly competitive homebrewer. I find
competitions to be a challenge mentally through the navigation
of styles

to send and what competitions to enter as well as a test to my
skill in executing a brew. Besides the feedback I receive from the
judging, competitions have encouraged me to improve my
brewing by increasing my technical knowledge and how to
adapt them to my more do-it-yourself (DIY) and fiscally
challenged purse strings. I would like to see more members
entering competitions and finding ways to facilitate; that is one
of my personal goals this year. I encourage our members to pull
aside many of our members and ask them about their
experiences in competitions because they do vary, from the
positive to less than stellar. This club is fortunate to have
members who have won many competitions, pick their brains if
you get the chance.
What do I see for the club in the upcoming year?
Well this year NHC will be in San Diego and I’d like to see an
OBC presence that the conference. I’d like to see more
members sharing their brewing secrets and DIY fixes for the
common homebrew problem. In general I’d like to see our
members telling us more about themselves and their
accomplishments. Don’t be shy! We should be learning from
each other and sharing with each other.
Take the survey! We understand that members don’t always
have time to come to meetings and that it’s a little difficult to
say something that could be perceived as negative though
constructive. The survey is your chance to be heard and to let us
know what you need. We hope to be able to create a well
rounded educational and social experience for members this
year, but if we don’t hear from the membership as a whole, only
the view of the vocal few are most prominent to the board. We
will do our best to create opportunities throughout the year for
members to give us ideas, the survey is the first of many
opportunities.
Volunteer! We have a large club with members who have skills
that could benefit the club. You don’t have to sit at a booth or
do a brewing demo to give back to the club. We could always
use a hand with organizing and executing events, writing, cat
herding, and people prodding. If you see a need and you have
the skill to fill it, let us know.
I look forward to a busy and fun year and serving the members!
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Sanity Test
How’s you sanitation regimen? Try this “sanity
test” the next time your brew…
When you transfer your wort into your primary,
pour some it into a sanitized glass jar and
screw the lid on. Now watch this jar over the
next several days or weeks.

Are you brave

enough to take a drink after a couple weeks? If
it starts growing things within the first few days

Photo by Jay Crommie

then you need to review your sanitation
process.
step.

Go over your procedure, step-by-

How could unwanted bacteria or wild

yeast have gotten into your sample jar?
* Did you clean the jar and cap thoroughly
AND sanitize it?
* Did you clean AND sanitize everything that
touched your wort after the boil? Think of the
drain valve and tube from your boil kettle,
stirring devices used for whirl pooling, funnels,
primary fermenting device, hydrometers, etc?
* Once your wort was done boiling and began
cooling, did you do your best to prevent drafts
in the room from carrying wild yeast onto your
now-vulnerable wort?
Cleaning and sanitizing is one of the most
important skills you need to make the best
beer possible.

It might be the least exciting

task of being a home brewer but it is essential,
and if you do it properly then you’re one step
closer to making a fantastic beer.

Advice for beginning home brewers…
You can add cocoa nibs, dates, plums, rum, pine needles, fire
ants, etc. but only once you have the basics down! Please
please please, make a simple ale beer first and remake it until
it is really good. The next time a beginning brewer hands me
a double chipotle-honey lager aged on organic Doug Fir
boughs I’m going to scream. Make a pale ale, that’s right a
plain old pale ale, or just a cream ale, blonde ale, or Kolsch.
These beers take some basic skills to make them really good
because there’s not a lot going on that can hide your brewing
errors. Master one of these lighter beers in the beginning
and I promise that your first stout will be very good!
Why do I care if you stumble along making impossibly
complex beers in the beginning? Because this leads to
people quitting the hobby altogether due to frustration and
wasting of time and money on equipment and ingredients for
a beer that is barely drinkable. Make an ale with 1-2 grains
and 1 hop, period. This will help you (or an experienced
beer judge) identify any problems with your beer so you can
make it better next time. If your chipotle lager with 47
ingredients is bad it’s usually impossible to discern where
your problem is.
Or you can do what every one of us experienced home
brewers (including me) seem to start with, a double chipotlehoney lager aged on organic doug fir boughs.
Happy brewing!
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Meet your 2015

Lee Hedgmon, President

Will Minderhout, Vice President

I’m a native Oregonian, born and raised in Portland. I
have been a member of the club since 2010 and
every year has brought new knowledge and new
friends. I enjoy brewing with unusual ingredients, like
teas, fruits, vegetables, herbs, and spices. I work at
F.H. Steinbart’s and Pints Brewing. I’m a little
obsessed with mead-making and sourcing unusual
honeys, so expect some fun things come mead day
this year. I like competing in homebrew competitions
for the feedback and constructive suggestions.
My goal this year as President is to increase visibility
of our members’ accomplishments and increase the
participation of members in the club. Please feel free
to stop me at a meeting or email me with suggestions
or concerns. I am very excited about the coming year
and look forward to the upcoming year.

I had a short start to brewing in 2000 after receiving a
kit. Not long after, I moved downtown and gave all
the equipment away to save on space. I received
another kit 5 years ago and after a year of extract,
built an all-grain system. I joined the OBC in January
of 2012 for education reasons and was extremely
impressed with what I observed and the opportunities
for learning. The competitions have given me focus
on bettering my styles rather than trying the extreme.
I joined the board to give back, network and learn,
and to help maintain the education focus. I was the
Treasurer for 2013, VP in 2014, and look forward to
continuing as VP in 2015. Professionally, I am the
Oregon Sales Manager for Reverend Nat’s Hard Cider.

Jodi Campbell, Secretary
I joined the Brew Crew with my husband about a year ago and I am so glad that I did.
Home brewing was always intimidating to me. I joined the Brew Crew hoping to
improve my brewing skills. Since joining I have entered multiple competitions and even
walked away with a win or two. I have learned so much through the club and I have
made some awesome friends along the way. When I’m not watching football I have a
full time career and a part-time job at a tap house called Valley Growlers. I love getting
paid to talk about beer and having the extra cash to pay for my beer hoarding problem.
Some things I would like to work towards in the future are to get my Cicerone
certification, get BJCP certified, and attend UC Davis brewing courses. Someday I hope
to have a career in the beer industry. I look forward to serving on the Brew Crew board
and getting more involved with the club. This is going to be a great year. Cheers!
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Jamie Koty, Competition Chair
Dylan VanDetta, Treasurer
Dylan graduated with a BA in Music from SUNY
Potsdam in 1994 (Vocal major), has since held many
different jobs (retail, car sales, film catering and extras
work, IT), started several businesses (coffee
distribution, real estate investing) and finally has
ended up as IT Project Master Scheduler and
Controller at the Bonneville Power Administration. He
came to Oregon in 2005 with his family, Deborah,
Ethan, and Aeryn to escape the 2.5 hr commute to
NYC and spend more time with other family who
lived here. Not to mention the plethora of breweries
in downtown PDX!
He started brewing in 2012 when he bought a fundraising gift from a local school auction (an extract
brewing session). The process seemed simple
enough, just need some equip., some ingredients, a
recipe and a good beer to drink. He was hooked!
After some Craigslist searches, he assembled a
system that could produce a 5 gal extract batch and
started brewing. To date, he has brewed about 40
batches (including many 10 gal batches using the
OBC Pilot system), served his beer at the Fall 2013
Mashfest in Vancouver, WA, a beer at the Bottler
Mausoleum fundraiser in June 2014 and won the
Best New Homebrewer award and 3rd Place in
Belgian Strong Ales category at the 2013 Fall Classic
and 3rd place in the specialty ales category in 2014.
He again looks forward to serving the OBC as the
Treasurer and giving back to this amazing club.

Growing up in Louisiana and Missouri, Jamie
fortunately made it out to the PNW during her
formative beer drinking years. As the old story
goes, a canned kit was bought, she brewed it
with her dad, and it turned out terrible.
Fortunately batch two had no cans, and tasted
great, and the off and on brewing habit took
root. Returning to brewing for 'Draft and Craft'
events, Jamie dusted off the equipment and
made some fine beers. Jamie's wife inspired her
upgrade in brewing, due to being kicked out of
the kitchen after the "Sticky Dog to the Floor
Incident". Now outside with a keggle, Jamie is
looking to push her brewing further and finally
build that kegerator she's been planning. I love
the science of beer, the science of brewing, and
beer to not taste like science.

Want to judge beer? Think you can’t because you have never done it? We’ll
teach you! Contact Jamie if you are interested in judging or learning how to
judge. Support your club, drink beer!
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Jason Barker, Education Chair
Home brewing since 2011 when I bought a wine
kit and realized that wine making involved WAY
too much waiting. So I started brewing beer to
fill the waiting gaps. I’ve still never made a
decent wine but making good beer is a fun
challenge that I enjoy sharing with others. I am a
BJCP Certified judge having fun struggling to
make the National rank. I’m married to a lovely,
sour-beer drinking lady (Lisa) and we have a deaf
son who is now married and OUT OF THE
HOUSE. I was honored to earn OBC’s Home
Brewer of the Year in 2013. I served as
Burgermeister in 2014 and now look forward to
helping others MAKE BETTER BEER as your
Education Chairman in 2015.
My brewing accomplishments include winning
Best-of-Show at the 2013 Oregon State Fair
(Belgian Dark Strong), 2 National Homebrew
Competition 2nd round appearances (CDA and
German Pilsner), and dozens of medals in-class
categories. I tell you this not to brag but to give
credibility to my new position. My goal is to
raise the overall brewing ability of the Oregon
Brew Crew and to help YOU know the feeling of
hearing your name called out as a winner. It’s an
incredible rush!
I want to help every member get the most out of
their OBC membership.

Rick Okamura, Festival Coordinator
Favorite brewing quote: “Give a man a beer and
he wastes an hour. Teach a man to brew and he
wastes a lifetime.”Rick started a lifetime of
brewing 19 years ago when his college
roommate received an extract kit as a gift. An allgrain brewer now, his goal is to make the perfect
Weizenbock and he enjoys experimenting with
different equipment and techniques. “With my
cooler mash-tun, turkey burner and keggle, I’ve
found that I most enjoy designing dual recipes
for parti-gyle brews and using kegs for no-chill
easy brew days. I really enjoy making two beers
in one session, having the confidence that I’m
pitching a good cell count, because the small
beer is often the starter, and the rich flavors of
the big beer that are really only possible with a
first wort “imperial” brew.” Professionally, Rick is
an attorney in private practice, representing
individuals and businesses, and otherwise enjoys
spending time with his family, including his three
children, Ari (11), Gwen (10) and Arthur (8), as
well as participating in local events like Hood-toCoast and the Portland Triathlon, “particularly
the finish line beers.”
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Jenn McPoland, Communications Chair

Kristen “Bacon” Lunden, Burgermeister

In 2004 Yvette Uber, former OBC Vice President,
invited me to come to a “beer appreciation class”
that her homebrew club was doing. That ended up
being the BJCP class taught by Bill Schneller. It
quickly inspired me to learn how to brew so she
taught me and I have been brewing since. In 2006,
I met fellow homebrewer, and current OBC
Historian, Jeremie Landers, at a Brew Crew meeting
when he joined at the Widmer meeting. Four years
later, we got married there! Thanks, Rob :)

I first got into home brewing because my friend Kitty
had been brewing and giving me bottles of beer with
instructions to "keep them warm for 3 weeks, and
then put them in the refrigerator".

I love to experiment when I brew and regularly try
new things(I won Best of Show with my Rhubarb
Berliner Weisse and brewed a Smoked Cherry
Porter last weekend). Jeremie and I most often
brew as a team (McPoLanders) and we finally got
our Collaborator jackets in 2013 for our Kenton IPA.
We have also had the fortune of doing a few other
ProAm beers around town(look for our RIS at Rock
Bottom next month!).
Being married to another homebrewer has it’s
benefits, we have now turned our garage into a
private taproom; complete with a walk in and 11
taps. Crazy? Perhaps. Awesome? Yes!
This is my third time serving on the Board and I am
excited to take on Communication Chair and
publishing this newsletter every month. So send
me your articles; you get 15 points for each one
published that go toward Member of the Year
award!

I drank these beers, but really didn't know what to
think or how to rate them, because at that time, I
DIDN’T LIKE BEER.
My entire beer experience had been a few lame
keggers and the occasional bottle of warm macroswill.
I stuck to sweet mixed drinks.
The pivotal moment occurred when Kitty moved
several states away and gave me all her brewing
equipment. I felt duty-bound to give it a try. I don't
even remember what beer I first brewed, but my
friends seemed to think it was drinkable, so I kept on,
even though I had to dump a batch that tasted of
boiled bandaids. The sadness of watching 12 ounces
of tainted beer swirl down the drain, repeated 47
times is an experience I hope never to repeat.
After brewing for several years and being assured by
my friends that my beer was good, I began to wonder.
Was it really good, or were they just saying this so
they would get more free beer?
I decided to join the OBC and put it to the test.
I have learned a lot from the members since that first
meeting when I nervously offered a taste to someone
with an empty glass, and I look forward to learning
even more this year while keeping the bacon on the
table!
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Brewing Experiment: Topless Fermentation
By Ted Assur
Twelve years ago, I received my first brewing book, Papazian's Complete Joy. Something I read in there had haunted me for years: in
the "Beginner" section, I found about two and half meandering paragraphs of something called "Open Fermentation."
I was mortified and intrigued. The whole book up until that point had been talking about sanitation and cleanliness, and here's this
random bit about just leaving your beer out? And then he never mentions it again. For years I had been confused by this until I
learned more about traditional forms of brewing ales, and some of the processes and devices used.
To be very clear, when I say open I'm not referring to wild or spontaneous fermentation. This was one of the first things I learned,
and that Papazian failed to clarify. It doesn't mean leave the beer out and just see what happens: open fermentation refers only to
fermentation vessel being physically open and exposed during the first phase of fermentation, rather than being sealed with an
airlock. You still pitch the yeast!
Commercially, open fermentation is often performed in a coolship. Originally, Dutch koelschips were used to cool the wort to
pitching temperature before the availability of mechanical refrigeration. These broad, shallow, open containers are used to today to
maximize surface area during primary fermentation. You'll find them in use today in the production of Anchor Steam, as well as
locally at Upright, de Garde, Block 15, and Logsdon Farmhouse Ales.
According to Alex Ganum of Upright, the wide, shallow fermentation vessel reduces hydrostatic pressure on the yeast as it ferments.
This augments the ester production and lends itself to a more delicate floral profile. Alex finds that their beers' phenolic
characteristics tend to be reduced as a result. Naturally, all of these variances are strain dependent.
Open fermentation is protected from oxygen and invading bugs by the thick kreusen and CO2 blanket that forms over the
fermenting beer during primary. Once the yeast falls, however, that protections is lost. Fermentation is completed in a closed
container.
So, how can we taste the difference? Let's find out!
I'm going to be splitting a basic German Hefe-Weizen recipe, and use Wyeast 3068 (Weihenstephan) . Under ideal circumstances,
this yeast produces a balance of ester (banana) and phenol (clove). This balance can be nudged in either direction by playing with
pitch rates, temperature, and wort density (more yeast stress = more ester).
My control beer will be pitched at a "normal" rate and be fermented at the lower end of the range in a normal closed fermenter.
This will likely make a very pleasant, acceptable example of the style.
The experimental beer will be the same, but in an open fermentation vessel. Now I haven't found a coolship yet, but I also prefer to
test only one variable at a time, so it will likely be the same shape and size as the control. This vessel will remain open to the air for
the duration of primary fermentation.
Based on what I've seen and read, the open fermented Hefe should have a noticeably different ester profile, and likely be more
ester-dominant than the control.
Wish me luck. I'll update with you the results, and hopefully you'll have a chance to taste the difference yourself!
Cheers!
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2015 Board of Directors
President, Lee Hedgmon
lee.hedgmon@oregonbrewcrew.org
Vice President, Will Minderhout
will.minderhout@oregonbrewcrew.org
Treasurer
Dylan VanDetta
dylan.vandetta@oregonbrewcrew.org
Secretary
Jodi Campbell
jodi.campbell@oregonbrewcrew.org
Education Committee Chair
Jason Barker
jason.barker@oregonbrewcrew.org
Competition Committee Chair
Jamie Koty
jamie.koty@oregonbrewcrew.org
Communications Committee Chair
Jenn McPoland
jenn.mcpoland@oregonbrewcrew.org
Festival Coordinator
Rick Okamura
rick.okamura@oregonbrewcrew.org
Burgermeister
Kristen “Bacon” Lunden
kristen.lunden@oregonbrewcrew.org

Coming up!
January :
30th: KLCC Homebrew Competition Entries due-$10 for first
entry, $5 for each additional beer to be judged.http://klcc.org/
post/2015-klcc-microbrew-festival
(Entry)http://mediad.publicbroadcasting.net/p/klcc/files/
201411/HomebrewBrochure2015.pdf
February:
2nd-8th: National Homebrew Competition - Application
Window, First Round of shipping March 2-11http://
www.homebrewersassociation.org/competitions/nationalhomebrew-competition/competition-information/
12th: February Oregon Brew Crew Meeting, Steinbarts. 7pm.
14th: Zwicklemania. http://oregoncraftbeer.org/events/
zwickelmania/
14th: Festival of the Dark Arts. https://
www.fortgeorgebrewery.com/festivalofdarkarts/
March:

21st: Slurp & Burp. Registration closes on March 13.
http://strangebrew.org/slurp/
28th: 2nd annual She Brew at the Jupiter hotel-Ladies, get
ready to brew for this awesome event! Contact Jamie for
the details!

Historian
Jeremie Landers
historian@oregonbrewcrew.org
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